IBM is looking for new graduates interested in acquiring fundamental knowledge and skills within Global Technology Service business unit (GTS).

Specifically Information Technology Service (ITS) and Service Delivery (SOD) organizations offer to motivated new graduates and passionate in new Technologies an exciting experience of Internship to develop and practice IT environment based on IBM technologies and service.

After selection, as trainee you will learn on the world-shaping technologies innovative solutions and services which are at the heart of every business. You will be a member of the most diverse team you can think of, which is sometimes spread at international level. You will be able to practice responsibilities serving clients to improve their value chain, consolidate and integrate IBM technology portfolio into high valued service propositions; those will be within an IT services range from consulting to design, hosting and the complete operation of IT infrastructures and business processes. You will learn to plan, define, demonstrate the feasibility of an IT solution.

Candidate eligible profile:
- Technical Bachelor’s or Master degree (Mathematics, Computer science, Information Technology, Engineering, Statistics, Life Sciences, Physics)
- Available for travelling
- Fluent Italian
- Good English
- IT attitudes, Certifications, network/operating system knowledge are appreciated

work Location:
The program will take place in Milan, Rome, Turin, Padova at IBM locations

You can start the above career path joining GTS through an apprenticeship contract (27 months)

Required
- Master’s Degree
- English: Fluent
- Italian: Fluent

Preferred
- Information Technology

IBM is committed to creating a diverse environment and is proud to be an equal opportunity employer. All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, color, religion, gender, gender identity or expression, sexual orientation, national origin, genetics, disability, age, or veteran status.